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PROPOSITION
OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP OF REGIONAL TABLE TENNIS ASSOCIATION NIŠ
1. Open championshiop of RSTSN - tournament "A" class, will be held February 24 - 25, 2018,
starting at 9 am in the Primary School: "MIROSLAV ANTIC" in Nis, in street: Knjazevacka
156, organized by RSTSN.
2. In the Tournament will be played the following disciplines:
a) INDIVIDUAL MINI CADETS
up to 10 years old, born until 1.1.2007. and after
b) INDIVIDUAL YOUNG CADETS
up to 12 years old, born until 1.1.2005. and after
c) INDIVIDUAL CADETS
up to 14 years old, born until 1.1.2003. and after
d) INDIVIDUAL JUNIORS
up to 17 years old, born until 1.1.2000. and after
3. Time schedule:
Saturday: 24.2.2018.
Sunday: 25.2.2018.
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4. All matches will be played in three won sets.
5. The Tournament will be played on TIBHAR ITTF tables and with DHS balls.
6. Applications must be sent to e-mail regionnis@yahoo.com, no later than Tuesday February
20, 2018. up to 15h.
7. The list of registered contestants will be published on the official website of the Region
(www.regionnis.rs) and submitted to the Supreme Judge of the competition. In case the
application is not executed within the deadline provided by the propositions, the player can
not participate in the competition.
8. The clubs that submitted the application, and their players are not on the list registered for
the competition, can remark to instruct the Competition Commission RSTSN, along with
proof of the completed application. In case of justified remarks, the Competition Commission
will make a correction of the list of competitors.
9. The club can cancel the player's participation without any consequences until Wednesday,
February 21, 2018. at 15:00. If a competitor who is registered for the competition does not
appear, the club will be fined.
10. Entry fee is 8 EUR per participant and it must be paid to the organizer prior before the start of
the competition for all competitors of the competition (on a current account or on the spot),
regardless of whether they play in the tournament.
11. The current account of the organizer, RSTSN is 160-182656-61. If the payment is made by a
individual person, it is a must to indicate the name and surname of the competitors to whom
the payment applies.
12. The competition is headed by the Supreme Judge JOVICIC DUSAN (Saturday) and
MILENKOVIC MILOS (Sunday). The Supreme Judge decides on all aspects of the competition
and the only one has the right to interpret the Rules on the Organization of Competitions and
Propositions, in accordance with Articles 69-73 of the Rules. Representative of the organizer
is Djordjevic Dragan (+381 63 590 477)
13. In accordance with the Rules on the organization of the competition, upon entering the
competition, and before his official start, the player is obliged to show the contest book to

the Supreme Judge. A player who does not have a contest book with a certified medical
examination under any circumstances can not play in the competition.
14. In accordance with the Regulations, coaches (advisers) who have been registered must show
the coaching creditor to the Supreme Judge. Otherwise, under no circumstances, they can
not give advice to players.
15. In accordance with the Regulations on the organization of the competition - "when they
participate in a competition, a team or a player is obliged to participate while they are in the
competition, including awarding prizes.
16. The Regional Table Tennis Association Niš provides cups, medals and diplomas for players
placed in 1 to 4 places in all disciplines.
17. The tournament is scoring for the Serbian ranking list.
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